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About This Game

Plot

After realizing that having powers means having responsibilities Jade decides to live up to her role as the Chosen One, even if
that means leaving her father for a while. Now, she is on a new journey, to stop Morgana and find out the truth about her plans.

During her quest she will meet Sora, the previous Chosen One...
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Not sure WTH is going on, but I can not get it into full screen mode. HItting esc does not bring up the settings screen.
  Also, I can only walk left or right.
  This did not happen with the first game and with no other game in my library.

Yep, I uninstalled and reinstalled it and the same thing is happening.

. \udb40\udc21. Jade's Journey 2 is the sequel to Jade's Journey.
It's a little RPG game with RPGMaker programming. Far not the best available on Steam, but an average one. There's nothing
original in it if you know and have played other games of that kind, starting with the storyline (quite ordinary for the genre: the
main character is the chosen one and has to defeat evil forces to rescue family and friends and save the world etc.. ). Music
ranks from average to very repetitive and mind-numbing (especially in battles). Graphs are not detailed but acceptable.
At least and in contrary to the 1st part, achievements are not buggy and are easy to get... even though I had to play with a recent
save right after the game ended and had to go back to the forest to fight dozens of battles in order to gather enough gold, just to
get the 5000 gold achievement. Apart from that, all achievements unlocked during my unique playthrough.

I'm not very enthusiastic but I still recommend it since it does not contain major failures. If you have time and money to spare,
on sale it could be an adequate entertainment.. This is the sequel to Jade's Journey. Continuing the tale from that game, Jade has
decided to live up to the role of Chosen One and save the world. As if one can do anything else...

Besides, it might even be fun... Though the desert might be a bit warm...
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